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Headmistress Press, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Marissa Higgins Shopgirls celebrates the grotesque with unexpected
delight. Higgins precise syllables and subtle alliteration will make you hungry. Flesh, bone, and
expectation, Shopgirls is unafraid of breaking and lingering in the resulting pain. You are about to
witness the work of a highly skilled surgeon. -Danielle Evennou, author of Difficult Trick How does
one negotiate self-preservation in the throes of desire? How do you defamiliarize the familiar that
you may understand the self better? Early in Marissa Higgins chapbook, Shopgirls, the speaker
reveals, I ve learned how to preserve/ what remains, and these poems acutely distill the exchange of
power dynamics as enrapture defines its own terms. Don t you know/ what it is to work for love? we
are asked-and haven t My attempts to please also been slow at times, haven t my fingers reached
for something just out of reach, haven t I [wiggled]/ like a panicked thing, smaller/than a deer or
God in my wantings? With concision-and precision-Higgins refuses to shy away from the body in
desire, leaving the reader wanting also to be even closer to what is/...
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This written pdf is great. It is really simplistic but surprises within the 50 percent of the pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf to
understand.
-- Mr. Milford Jakubowski IV-- Mr. Milford Jakubowski IV

Complete guide for pdf fans. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to let you know that this is
basically the very best pdf we have read through inside my own life and may be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Tevin Nikolaus-- Tevin Nikolaus
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